The crystal growth was performed in the cylindrical quartz ampoules of 10 mm in diameter with conic tip and heat sink rod. The heat sink rod should be 30-40 mm in length and 4-6 mm in diameter. Closer to the ampoule tip the sink rod becomes narrower, and its diameter becomes 2-3 mm. It is essential that the ampoule walls were uniform, and their thickness did not exceed 2.5 mm.
Crystal growth and characterisation
The crystal growth was performed in the cylindrical quartz ampoules of 10 mm in diameter with conic tip and heat sink rod. The heat sink rod should be 30-40 mm in length and 4-6 mm in diameter. Closer to the ampoule tip the sink rod becomes narrower, and its diameter becomes 2-3 mm. It is essential that the ampoule walls were uniform, and their thickness did not exceed 2.5 mm.
The ampoules were pre-treated with HNO 3 +3HCl mixture during 30 min, then washed with distilled water over ten times, dried and heated under the dynamic vacuum conditions. The 6 N-purity elements (Bi, Sb, and Te) were used. Source compositions are given in Table S1 . A 10 g mixture of components (purity 5-6 N) was loaded in each of the growth tubes, then the ampoules were sealed off.
The growth furnace had an upper zone with a constant temperature corresponding to melt temperature in Table S1 and a The composition distribution in the grown crystals was studied both along the axial direction using Xray fluorescent spectroscopy using reference (Bi 1-x Sb x ) 2 Te 3 samples with different x. The spectra were acquired using Mistral-M1 (Bruker). Crystal composition x seems to be very close to those of the source due to the pronounced tendency to undercooling. Moreover, Sb is uniformly distributed along growth direction. The example is given in Fig.S1 . Table S1 . 3. Oxide layer and subsurface layer structure Figure S4 . A HAADF-STEM image of the oxide-crystal interface for (Bi0.45Sb0.55)2Te3 after one week of air exposure. 
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